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Abstract

River delta degradation has been caused by extraction of natural resources, sed-

iment retention by reservoirs, and sea-level rise. Despite global concerns about

these issues, human activity in the world’s largest deltas intensifies. Harbour

development, construction of flood defences, sand mining and land reclamation

emerge as key contemporary factors that exert an impact on delta morphology.

Tides interacting with river discharge can play a crucial role in the morphody-

namic development of delta channels under pressure. Emerging insights into tidal

controls on river delta morphology suggest that – despite the active morphody-

namics in tidal channels and mouthbar regions – tidal motion acts to stabilize

delta morphology at the landscape scale under the condition that sediment import

during low flows largely balances sediment export during high flows. Distributary

channels subject to tides show lower migration rates and are less easily flooded by

the river because of opposing nonlinear interactions between river discharge and

the tide that lead to flow changes within channels and a more uniform distribution

of discharge across channels. Sediment depletion and rigorous human interventions

in deltas, including storm surge defence works, disrupt the dynamic morphological

equilibrium and can lead to erosion and severe scour at the channel bed, even

decades after an intervention.
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1 Introduction

River deltas are landforms subject to the dynamic forcing by terrestrial input of

water and sediment. With the exception of lacustrine deltas, located where a river

debouches in a lake, most river deltas are also exposed to marine processes generat-

ing tides, wind waves, storm surges and mean sea-level variations. Human activity

and the impacts of climate change on river discharge and mean sea-level cause

many deltas to be in a state of rapid transition, showcasting the Anthropocene

era1. Worldwide, deltas are sinking as a result of the extraction of water, oil and

gas from the subsurface2. Embankment of delta channels and the construction of

dams in the hinterland prevent natural aggradation of delta plains, which could

mitigate delta lowering3,4,5. Herein, a delta plain is defined as the region bounded

by the delta coastline and the landward limit where tides have become extinct.

Awareness of the associated flood risk leads to the building of storm surge barriers

and flood adaptation measures, rather than human abandonment. Even in flood

prone coastal environments, such as the Rhine-Meuse Delta in The Netherlands,

the Pearl Delta in China and the Ganges-Brahmaputra Delta in Bangadesh, sub-

stantial land reclamation occurs, navigation channels are deepened to allow larger

vessels, and sand mining takes place to collect building material6,7,8. Harbour

development and the need to transfer the river discharge to the coastal ocean pre-

vent the complete closure of deltas. Therefore, even in strongly human-controlled
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deltas, marine influences such as tides penetrate into the channel networks behind

sea defense structures, and act to reshape the delta morphology.

In pristine environments, delta planform characteristics reflect processes domi-

nating channel network evolution over the past six to eight thousand years1. Delta

channel topology encrypts information about sediment composition and the rela-

tive importance of river dynamics, tides and waves. Deltas need centuries rather

than decades to adapt to rapid human induced change. Consequently, a mismatch

may occur between contemporary delta morphology and the ongoing sedimentary

processes. Due to sediment depletion and relative sea-level rise, deltas can become

overrun by marine processes. When wave forcing dominates over tides, the delta

retreat in response to sediment depletion can be qualitatively estimated, based

on the ratio of fluvial sediment discharge and the maximum possible wave-driven

sediment transport along the coast9. When tides dominate over wave forcing, the

development of a delta under reduced fluvial sediment input is complicated by the

various ways in which tides interact with the river discharge10. Here we review

recent insights into tidal controls on river delta morphology, discuss morphody-

namic modelling approaches, and offer a view on the lagged response of deltas to

human activity.
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2 Tidal fingerprints on deltas

Tides add complexity to delta formation, by modulating the river flow in a transi-

tion zone where an upstream fluvial regime merges into a marine environment11,12.

A tide-influenced delta landscape is characterized by elongated islands separat-

ing the distributary channels, and a coastline showing high rugosity13,14,15. The

Ganges-Brahmaputra-Jamuna (GBJ) Delta can be viewed as the world’s most ex-

tensive tide-influenced delta, and has recently been subject to a systematic plan-

form analysis16. The tidal region of the GBJ delta is characterized by high channel

density, absence of oxbow lakes and a small island shape factor, defined as the ra-

tio of wetted perimeter and the square root of island area. The islands within

the tide-influenced region show smooth boundaries compared to interdistributary

islands in the fluvial dominated remainder of the delta. Research in the Fly River

Delta revealed that the percentage of the delta plain covered by islands, i.e. the

inverse of channel density, is related to peak tidal flow velocities17. Larger islands

are associated with a decrease in tidal discharge amplitudes and related bed shear

stresses, indicative for a reduced erosional power.

The delta planform transition from river-dominated to tide-dominated reaches

is generally interpreted to be sharp rather than gradual16,18. In the tide-dominated

part, rectilinear or mildly curved distributary channels may coexist with sinuous

tidal channels, which are termed dead-end if they have a single connection to the
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channel network19. In dead-end tidal meanders, width converges and sinuosity

increases landward. Vegetation and the presence of cohesive sediment in the soil

tend to promote channel sinuosity20,21,22. In strongly depositional environments

such as the Skagit River Delta, mid-channel marsh islands form at the junctions

between distributaries and blind tidal meanders19. The gap between the island

and the mainland narrows and subsequently closes at its upstream side, such that

the remaining part becomes an extension of the blind tidal channel, featuring a

right-angled bend. Interference between distributary channels and tidal channels

can also be observed in the Mahakam Delta planform, which was interpreted us-

ing hydrodynamic model simulations of the distributary channel network (Fig.

1)23,24,25. A break in width and depth development along the distributaries, which

splits the delta into river- and tide-dominated parts, coincides with a break in the

ratio between tidal to fluvial discharges25. Results from facies successions confirm

tidal dominance in the coastal fringe of the Mahakam Delta26. Beyond regions of

tidal dominance in deltas, the tidal motion may still exert a significant influence

on channel morphology. The width-to-depth ratio can increase up until the tidal

limit, where the flow regime becomes fully fluvial18,27,28,29.

[Figure 1 about here.]

Tides exert an influence on the processes forming mouth bars, which may evolve

into interdistributary delta plains30,31. The tidal controls on delta plain formation
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have been analysed from distributed process-based morphodynamic models adopt-

ing a schematized tidal motion15,32,33. In river-dominated deltas subject to weak

tides, there is a continuous outflow at the mouths of the distributaries. Only

outside the jet region, flow reversal occurs between ebb and flood. At the initial

stages of delta formation in unidirectional flow, distributaries may form by incision

in a coastal deposit at low tide, while slightly aggrading during flood stages15. The

ebb tide reinforces the jet-like outflow of the river discharge, leading to lengthening

of the levees and elongated channels15 and comparatively wide mouth bars32,34.

Tidal oscillations favour flow bifurcation and the formation of a central mouth de-

posit32, by steering the ebb flow towards the flanks of the bar. In case of stronger

tides, the tidal flow amplitudes in the distributaries typically exceed the river flow,

and the transition from flow reversal to unidirectional flow occurs inside the delta.

Then, the ebb jet and reversed flood flow inhibit the formation of a central bar.

This results in the formation of mouth bars on opposite sides of a central channel,

creating a trifurcation such as visible in the Suwanee Delta, the Kapuas Delta and

the Fly Delta (Fig. 2).

[Figure 2 about here.]

Focussing on the underwater morphology, tide-dominated deltas are character-

ized by a clinoform along the coastal boundary, defined as a sedimentary deposit

with a sigmoidal cross-profile of the bed35. Across the clinothem, large amounts of
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heterolithic mud can be found35. Tidal distributaries debouching above the topset

are typically composed of fine sands, being the terminal channels of a downstream

fining river with the associated alluvial bed morphology. Active channels become

shallower in the final sections, which relates to the presence of mouth bar deposits.

Abandoned channels typically show a systematical deepening trend towards the

river mouth. Few studies have explicitly addressed the bedform characteristics in

tidal distributaries. Generally, in coastal settings with reversing tidal currents,

the dune orientation is quasi-stable towards the dominant flow direction36,37,38.

This was also observed in the tidal river feeding the tide-dominated Berau Delta,

where dunes were found to be higher than what could be predicted for a nontidal

river with the same tide-averaged flow and sediment composition39. In estuarine

environments, the slope of the lee side of dunes is generally low-angled, causing

dunes to be more symmetrical40,41, which may be attributed to the presence of

clay rather than to the tidal motion42. Recent laboratory experiments show that

bedform dimensions are directly related to clay content: increasing levels of clay

content result in progressively smaller bedforms, with reduced height, length, and

steepness43. Dune properties in tide-dominated deltas are expected to have a

lagged response to flow variation, and to be dependent on clay content.
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3 Dynamic morphological equilibrium

When the river input and tidal forcing averaged over a seasonal cycle are quasi

steady, channels in a tide-influenced delta can evolve towards a near-equilibrium

morphology. The earliest empirical evidence for the existence of a stable morpho-

logical equilibrium in tidal regions was obtained for tidal inlets in the USA, show-

ing a high correlation between the tidal prism P and the cross-section area A44,45.

Subsequent studies have confirmed the general validity of such a relationship, and

its dependence on geological setting46,47,48. The P -A relationship is applicable at

any location along the length of a single tidal channel, as was evidenced by numer-

ical modelling studies27,49,50 and laboratory experiments51,52. Several alternative

equilibrium relationships have been proposed, seeking scaling relations for plani-

metric area and the volume of a tidal basin48, channel hypsometry53,54,55, and the

volume of an ebb-tidal delta in tidal inlets56. Simple, conceptual models can excel

in identifying equilibrium states, and determining their stability11,57.

Applying results obtained for tidal inlets, salt marshes and single-thread tidal

channels to branching delta channels is hampered by the lack of a firm theoretical

basis for many of the existing empirical relations58. In addition, a delta subject to

sediment accumulation and sea-level oscillation is by definition out of equilibrium,

and different parts of the delta can display contrasting equilibrium or disequilib-

rium states. Yet with an a priori choice of the temporal and spatial scales over
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which the equilibrium is analysed, the equilibrium concept can have practical use

in analyzing delta stability58. Adopting the spatial scale of the delta as a whole,

and a time scale of several decades, delta growth can be neglected and sea level

be considered constant.

A formal equilibrium for tidal channel morphology has only been found adopt-

ing rigorous simplifications, from one-dimensional analytical or numerical mod-

els59,60. These idealized models are of conceptual relevance and provide a basic

understanding about how tides increase the tide-average sediment transport ca-

pacity in case of uniform sediment. During low river discharge, tidal channels are

typically flood-dominant, importing sediment from the mouth bar region. Dur-

ing high river discharge, sediment export prevails, caused by the higher sediment

transport capacity, tidal attenuation, and reduced tidal deformation in larger water

depths. In case of a near-equilibrium, sediment import during low flows balances

sediment export during high flow over a seasonal cycle (Box 1).

[Figure 3 about here.]

Grain size variations and the presence of intertidal flats are key factors ignored

in the simplified view on tide-dominated deltas, sketched in Box 1. Grain sizes

become smaller towards the coast, as a result of downstream fining29. Flow ve-

locities tend to decrease from the upstream river reaches where the bed slope is

high towards the distributary channels across the delta plain. As a consequence
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of these trends, wash-load in the upstream reaches of the river becomes the bed

material controlling morphological change in the downstream reaches, which is

impossible to represent with uniform sediment. The mud fraction can play a key

role in the morphological development of deltas15,61. Failing to represent inter-

tidal flats leads to unrealistically low flow velocities62, especially when the fluvial

input at the landward end is small. Existing two-dimensional (2D) models are

still incapable of simulating the evolution of tidal deltas up to the point that an

observed delta planform can be reproduced, but the state-of-the-art models do

adequately predict characteristic channel-shoal patterns within a predefined mod-

eling domain63,64,65,66,67,68, as illustrated in Fig. 3. These models typically simulate

bedload rather than suspended load sediment transport, which likely affects the

number and shape of distributary channels. Analytical studies addressing 2D de-

velopments are scarce, and fundamental understanding of how 2D channel-shoal

patterns form often applies best to isolated channel-shoal systems69. Long-term

morphodynamic model runs rarely converge to a quasi-steady channel morphology.

The lack of a theoretical basis for the concept of morphological equilibrium is

a serious obstruction in modelling tide-dominated deltas. Morphological simula-

tions starting with a measured bathymetry as an initial condition generally suffer

from substantial spin-up phenomena, because of inconsistencies between the ini-

tial condition, the simplifications used to generate boundary conditions, and the
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complexity reduction approaches inherent to the adopted model. These spin-up ef-

fects in delta environments may last for decades, because of the long characteristic

timescales for morphological evolution in alluvial domains with small bed slopes.

The latter follows from a classical diffusion-type bed evolution equation70,71, which

does not account for tides, waves and storm surges. These factors will amplify the

dynamics, but do not reduce the spin-up time in morphodynamic simulations.

This is in contrast to tidal hydrodynamic modelling, in which the spin-up period

is limited to hours. For confined environments and under quasi-steady forcing

conditions, the performance of morphological models increases after the decades

of spin-up72. The simplified representation of the tide can be an important cause

of the long spin-up time. The tidal schematisation is often based on considera-

tions of the residual sediment transport. For cases with negligible residual flow

velocity, a common assumption is that the tide can be adequately represented by

the principal lunar semidiurnal tide, M2, and its overtides M4 and M6
73. Recently,

awareness has grown that the use of such a simplified or representative tide cannot

be justified, because of multiple tidal asymmetries and the non-negligible residual

flow governed by the river discharge74,75.

While closing the gap between the empirical knowledge and the process-based

morphodynamic models is a major challenge for fundamental research76, hybrid

approaches exist that combine empirical relations for morphological equilibrium
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with a process-modelling framework in which the sediment balance equation is

aggregated in space and time77,78,79,80,81. In aggregated models, the formulation

of sediment exchange between the channel bed and the water column is crucial.

The rate of erosion or deposition is coupled to the difference between the actual

morphological state and local equilibrium conditions. The exchange formulation

is such that the simulated morphological state converges to an equilibrium satis-

fying the prescribed empirical relations, so long as the external forcing remains

steady. The aggregated models have proven to be effective in modelling long-term

morphological development in tidal channels82,83 and tidal flats84 without spin-up

limitations. There are no conceptual limitations to embed improved understand-

ing of morphological equilibrium conditions under various geological constraints

and forcing conditions in aggregated morphological models, offering potential for

further applications in delta distributary channels.

4 Stability, flood vulnerability and delta degra-

dation

With negligible river input, distributaries in a tidal delta self-organize to uniformly

redistribute the tidal prism across the entire delta system85. When a river merges

into a tidal delta network of distributary channels, the distributary channels are
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often more stable than the upstream river reach, which is inferred from lower bank

migration rates86. For example, in the Ganges-Brahmaputra Delta, channel mi-

gration rates in the upland fluvial fan are much higher than those in the lowland

delta plain87. The sinuosity of tidal channels tends to reduce towards the coast88,

which also holds for distributary channels strongly influenced by the tide. The

sinuosity of lowland rivers is often directly coupled to channel migration89. In the

fluvial to tidal transition zone, flow reversal reduces the point-bar push effect90,

which is considered to be a key driver of meander migration91. The mean flow,

being a plausible factor controlling bar migration and subsequent planform change,

diminishes towards the coast as a result of systematic expansion of the channel

width. A recent study of the Kapuas Delta shows how the width-to-depth ratio

in the tide-dominated part of the delta plain increases towards the coast, which

confirms theoretical studies69 and directly relates to bar dynamics92. Avulsion

loops in the Kapuas gradually fill up, while the planform in the coastal region

upstream of an active mouth bar system shows to be stable. A high river dis-

charge partially occupies the space accommodating tidal discharges during low

river discharge, and does not necessarily result in exceptionally strong flows in the

delta channels. Compared with the fluvial regime, impacts of peak river flow on

the banks of distributary channels are thus limited. Tidal channel networks may

further be stabilized by the nonlinear interaction between river discharge and the
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tide, preventing closure of a smaller distributary channel by counteracting asym-

metry in the division of discharge at bifurcations24,25. When a larger fraction of

the discharge is allocated to the largest of two channels at a bifurcation, the setup

created by the interaction between mean flow and the tidal motion in the larger

channel increases the water level gradient in the smaller channel, redistributing

the river discharge.

[Figure 4 about here.]

Deltas influenced by the tide can be less flood-prone than lowland areas up-

stream of the delta apex, as exemplified for the Ganges-Brahmaputra Delta and

the Mekong Delta based on flood frequency maps93. Storm surge flooding forms a

greater threat than peak river discharges. The Ganges-Brahmaputra coastal mar-

gin reveals how human embankment of a tidal landscape significantly amplifies

flood vulnerability8. Natural parts of the physical environment of the Ganges-

Brahmaputra Delta, which include the Sundarban mangrove forests, show to be

relatively robust, with no major land loss nor conversion despite that the west-

central delta plain has been effectively cut off from fluvial sediment over the past

several thousand years (Fig. 4). Sediment accretion during high tides and over-

wash events related to storm surges prevents the Sundarban forests from sink-

ing. The flood resilience of these natural environments sharply contrasts with the

sediment-starved, embanked islands used for agriculture, termed polders. Herein,
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flood resilience of a delta area is defined as the degree in which erosion is resisted

during flooding. Multiple dike failures during Cyclone Aila in 2009 caused an in-

undation event lasting more than two years. Most bank failures occurred at the

mouths of former tidal channels blocked by the embankments, where riverbank

erosion had occurred in the decade before the storm8. Embankment of polders

and reclaimed land characterizes many of the tidal delta plains in Western Eu-

rope and China. In the Rhine-Meuse Delta, virtually all intertidal areas have

been impoldered, except for small-scale nature reserves (Fig. 4). In the Pearl

River Delta, land reclamation is the most significant factor that progressively al-

ters delta morphology, overwhelming the effects of subsidence and reduction of

sediment supply7. Embankment of the intertidal areas adjacent to a tidal chan-

nel alters the relation between tidal prism and cross-section area, disrupting the

morphological equilibrium that may be present prior to land reclamation94.

[Figure 5 about here.]

The disequilibrium between tidal prism and cross-section area in a delta subject

to anthropogenic change can become manifest as the formation of scour holes

(Fig. 5). Due to the heterogeneity of the delta subsoil lithology, which may

consist of readily erodible sands interspersed with patches and layers of erosion

resistant clay and peat95,96, incision is distributed unequally over the channel,

resulting in scour holes. Recent developments in the Rhine-Meuse Delta show
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the progressive development of about 100 bathymetric depressions scanned during

periodic multi-beam surveys97. These depressions are either relic features from an

ancient bathymetry, a direct cause of erosion, or a combination of both. The tidal

regime in the lower branches of the Rhine and Meuse has been altered by closure

of the Haringvliet estuary in 1970, which has caused strong channel incision98.

The connecting channels between the dammed estuary and active northern branch

subject to deepening for navigation (Figure 5) now convey a disproportional large

tidal prism, as a consequence of tides propagating from the northern branch to

the Haringvliet basin. The continuous growth and the emergence of new scour

holes is likely influenced by the general incision after closure of the Haringvliet97.

The interpretation of bathymetric change can be complicated by dredging and

sand mining. In the Pearl River Delta, sand mining for construction purposes

is considered the primary reason for channel bed degradation99. Similarly, sand

mining is current practice in the Mekong Delta, where it forms the main cause

of recent morphological changes leading to bank erosion100. In all the examples

discussed above, the assessment of instability is largely qualitative and subjective.

There is a need for quantitative metrics that can be used to objectively assess the

degree of instability.

The evolution of an eroding tide-dominated delta is conceptually more com-

plex than delta progradation, which can be understood from the pathways of sed-
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iment from river source to the sinks in the delta. Processes of compaction, mixing

of sands with clay and the influence of peat layers complicate the prediction of

erosion. Holocene channel bed reconstructions can be used to quantify erosion

resistance and estimate the risk of scour, which can be seen as a first step towards

the prediction of channel incision. Scour hole formation presents a challenge to

existing models simulating the dynamic feedback between flow, sediment trans-

port and morphology, as the flow in a bathymetric depression is typically strongly

three-dimensional. This flow complexity invalidates the common assumption of

a hydrostatic pressure distribution adopted in most morphodynamic models101.

Channel incision amplifies the tidal motion and may amplify the import of fine-

grained coastal sediment, reinforcing a high turbidity regime peaking in an Estuar-

ine Turbidity Maximum (ETM). In the context of dredging of navigation channels

in deltas, ETMs have often been associated with sediment accretion, yet the link

between ETMs and delta evolution at geological timescales has remained largely

unexplored to date. For example, the Fly Delta accommodates an ETM102 that is

ignored by a recent study that focused on long-term morphodynamics17,18. ETM

dynamics is strongly dependent on density gradients at the fresh to salt water in-

terface, which introduces another reason for a more advanced modelling approach.

Anticipating the effects of sea-level rise, sediment depletion, the construction of

storm surge barriers, and channel deepening on tide-dominated deltas calls for
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combining quantified erosion resistance from geological records with a new gener-

ation of morphodynamic models.

5 Conclusion

Tides can exert a strong control on delta morphology. Despite the active morpho-

logical processes in distributaries and mouth bar regions in tidal deltas15,32, recent

research suggests that tides may act to stabilize the delta planform, provided that

near-equilibrium conditions are prevalent at the landscape scale. The rates of

meander migration in tidally-influenced distributary channels are relatively low87,

which can be explained from the reversing flow reducing the point bar push effect90

held responsible for meander migration91. Tides can reduce the asymmetry in the

division of discharge over distributary channels in deltas25,103. When a distribu-

tary splits into a larger and a smaller channels, the larger channel will be subject

to stronger tides, and receive a larger share of the river discharge. The interaction

between river discharge and the tidal motion may counteract the gradual aban-

donment of smaller channels, as often observed in river delta distributaries with

limited tidal motion. Inside a delta, the river discharge does not often cause inun-

dation, because the river flow attenuates the tide. With weaker tides, the channel

capacity is sufficient to accommodate a high discharge, which may cause inunda-

tion in the upstream reaches, prior to reaching the delta. Flood frequency maps
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of the Mekong and Ganges-Brahmaputra catchments show that the tidal deltas

in these catchments are less frequently flooded than the plains adjacent to the

corresponding upstream river reaches93, which suggests that formative bankfull

discharge conditions will also occur less frequently. Recent research in the Kapuas

delta plain confirms that the distributary channel planform is more stable than

the planform of the river that feeds the delta29. Human interventions in deltas,

such as storm surge defenses, disrupt the dynamic delta equilibrium, which may

result in severe scour as it is occurring in the Rhine-Meuse Delta98.
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Box 1 | Morphological equilibrium in a tide-dominated delta.

A morphological equilibrium can be defined as a state in which erosion nor depo-

sition occurs in a geophysical surface flow with active sediment transport. In a

dynamic morphological equilibrium, erosion and deposition balance when averaged

over a long enough time span. At any place in an equilibrium system, the gradient

of the mean sediment transport vector balances the external sources and sinks.

In a tide-dominated delta, the key elements controlling this balance can be con-

sidered from the following simplified, one-dimensional consideration. Assume the

cross-section averaged channel flow velocity (ut) is composed of a constant resid-

ual flow component ur, the dominant tidal harmonic with amplitude Ud, phase

φd and angular frequency ω, and an overtide representing tidal asymmetry, with

amplitude Uo and phase φo:

ut = ur + Ud cos(ωt− φd) + Uo cos(2ωt− φo) (1)

In a first order approximation, sediment transport in the channel Sr can be con-

sidered proportional to u3t
104:

S = au3t (2)

The mean sediment transport at any location in the channel then proceeds from

the average over a tidal cycle of period T :

Sm =
1

T

∫ T

0

au3t dt = au3r︸︷︷︸
Sr

+
3a

2
(urU

2
d + urU

2
o )︸ ︷︷ ︸

Srt

+
3a

4
U2
dUo cos(φo − 2φd︸ ︷︷ ︸

St

) (3)
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The three components contributing to Sm are Sr, which is directed seaward and

mainly controlled by the river discharge, Srt, quantifying how tides enhance the

sediment carrying capacity of the seaward residual flow and St, representing the

transport by tidal asymmetry, typically directed inland. The tidal asymmetry term

represents the contribution by differences in maximum velocities between ebb and

flood, exerting a strong control on residual sediment transport during periods of

low river discharge. During low river discharge, distributaries are typically flood-

dominant because of tidal asymmetry. St then dominates over the sum of Sr

and Srt, resulting in accumulation of sediment in the delta. High river discharges

attenuate the tide, and cause the tidal flow cycle to become more symmetrical.

The sum of Sr and Srt then dominate over St, by which much of the sediment

accumulated during low flow is washed out again. Under equilibrium conditions,

the sediment import during periods of low-flow balances the export during high

flows.
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Figure 1: The river-dominated part in the planform of a delta can often readily
be distinguished from the tide-dominated part. This is here illustrated for the
Mahakam Delta in Indonesia25. The arc in the figure corresponds to a break in
scaling behavior of channel depth, width and the ratio between tidal and fluvial
discharges, which splits the distributary channels into parts where the river dis-
charge dominates the channel morphology (dark blue) and parts where the tidal
discharge is dominant (purple). Tidal meanders that receive insignificant river
discharge are in red.
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Figure 2: Trifurcations in the planform of a mouthbar complex indicate a strong
tidal control on delta morphology. At the channel trifurcation, a distributary
splits into a central channel where that seaward ebb flow is concentrated and two
lateral channels, which are kept open by the flood flow in particular. Examples
of trifurcations can be found from Landsat images of the Suwanee River mouth
(top left), the Kapuas Delta (top rigth) and the Fly Delta (bottom right). The
bottom right panel shows morphodynamic model simulations for increasing tidal
amplitude (ht)
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Figure 3: In a predefined modeling domain, subaqueous patterns of channels and
shoals can be predicted. This is here illustrated for an idealized setting under com-
bined river and tidal forcing50. The terminal estuarine morphology and residual
sediment transport vectors are shown based on model simulations with an increas-
ing river discharge (Q). The morphology for zero discharge and an intermediate
discharge shows characteristic ebb and flood channels.
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Figure 4: Intertidal areas are generally elevated above the embanked hinterland,
which is caused by deposition of marine sediment during high tide and storm
surges. This is illustrated for the Ganges-Brahmaputra Delta (left) and the Rhine-
Meuse Delta (right). The intertidal areas in the Ganges-Brahmaputre Delta are
more flood resilient than the embanked areas8.
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Old Meuse

Figure 5: The construction of a storm surge barrier may result in unexpected mor-
phological developments. After closure of the Haringvliet Basin in 1970, incision
took place in the Old Meuse98. The bottom panels show the development of a
recent scour hole over a period of 5 years, at the location indicated with a red dot.
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